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Abstract

Prior research has shown that the face’s width-to-height ratio (fWHR) and the voice’s

pitch influence social perception. Yet, the relative contribution of either cue has been

largely unexplored.Weexamined the simultaneous effects of fWHRandpitch on social

evaluations. Experiment 1 (N = 102) tested how such cues shaped global impressions.

Experiment 2 (N=121) tested fWHRand pitch’s effect on behavioural affiliative inten-

tions, framing social interaction as aphysical or an intellectual competition. Experiment

3 (N = 57) assessed whether variations in fWHR and pitch could influence trait attri-

bution (i.e., physical formidability and intelligence). Individuals with large faces or

low-pitched voices elicited negative impressions, positive behavioural intentions in a

physical competition, and the attribution of stronger formidability but lower intelli-

gence. Across the studies, cues exerted independent effects. The implications of these

findings for research on cross-modal social perception are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In everyday life, we base our judgements of others on their faces and

voices. From facial and vocal features, people infer others’ disposi-

tions and intentions (McAller & Belin, 2018; Todorov et al., 2015). Face

width-to-height ratio (fWHR) and the voice’s pitch are two of themost-

studied cues; indeed, they predict far-reaching consequences (Geniole

et al., 2015; Pisanski & Bryant, 2019). For instance, large-faced indi-

viduals are perceived as untrustworthy and dominant (Mileva et al.,

2014; Stirrat & Perret, 2010). In a similar vein, individuals consider

low-pitched speakers as aggressive and untrustworthy (McAller et al.,

2014; Zhang et al., 2021).Whereas the research substantially includes

the unique contributions of both the face and the voice to shaping

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited.
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impressions and behavioural responses, it lacks investigation of their

joint and relative impact on social perception. Here, we examined the

concurrent effect of faces and voices, varying fWHR and pitch, respec-

tively, across different dimensions and contexts. We focused on global

impressions, behavioural intentions when choosing teammates, and

dispositional inferences that may be relevant in specific contexts.

1.1 Facial width-to-height ratio and social
perception

A few seconds of exposure to a portrait are sufficient to infer many

subject characteristics (Zebrowitz, 2017). The face is a powerful

Eur J Soc Psychol. 2022;1–13. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ejsp 1
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2 MASI ET AL.

source that people spontaneously use to form an impression of oth-

ers (Hehman et al., 2015a; Todorov et al., 2015). Among the many

facial cues that people use to extract information and make inferences

about the target individual, fWHR stands out as particularly relevant.

The fWHR (i.e., the ratio of the bizygomatic width and the upper-face

height) (Geniole et al., 2015) first appeared as an ‘objective’ measure

of masculinity (Weston et al., 2007). Indeed, prior work has shown

that fWHR correlates positively with testosterone level (Lefevre et al.,

2013; but see Kordsmeyer et al., 2019) and predicts behavioural ten-

dencies. A decade of research has suggested that fWHR serves as a

criterion for mate selection and a means of increasing one’s chances

of winning inter-male competitions (i.e., Geniole et al., 2015; Puts et al.,

2012). For instance, large-facedmen are more aggressive hockey play-

ers than narrow-faced ones (Carré & McCormick, 2008). They exhibit

great abilities in contact sports (Caton et al., 2022; Zilioli et al., 2015)

or engage in antisocial behaviours to overcome other individuals (i.e.,

cheating) (Haselhuhn &Wong, 2012; Stirrat & Perret, 2010).

Although recent findings cast doubts on the ecological correlation

between fWHR and such behaviours (i.e., Kosinski, 2017; Krenn and

Meier, 2018; Wang et al., 2019), mounting evidence indicates that

people nonetheless employ fWHR in social perception. For example,

large-faced individuals are perceived as threatening (Geniole et al.,

2015), aggressive, angry (Deska et al., 2018a), untrustworthy (Mat-

sumoto and Hwang, 2021; Stirrat & Perret, 2010), and dominant

(Mileva et al., 2014). Importantly, people use fWHR to make infer-

ences about both the physical and mental characteristics of the target

person. Hence, we see large-faced individuals as having greater mus-

cularity and strength (i.e., formidability) (Zilioli et al., 2015). In contrast,

these individuals are seen as less intelligent than the average person

(Deska et al., 2018b). However, recent findings suggest that the impact

of fWHR on dispositional inferences might be smaller and less reli-

able than previously thought, particularly when consideringmale faces

(see Durkee and Ayers, 2021; Jaeger and Jones, 2020). Thus, the con-

tribution of fWHR to person perception is still a matter of debate.

Also, isolating the conditions under which fWHR influences disposi-

tional inferences and attributions remains a prominent research goal.

One way to establish the role of fWHR in social perception would be

to test its effects in combination with other relevant and concurrent

cues. Hence, we adopt this approach to studying the interplay between

fWHR and vocal features.

1.2 Perceiving others via voice pitch

People also judge others by their voices (Aronovitch, 1976). Listen-

ing to a few syllables is sufficient to form an impression about a

speaker (McAller & Belin, 2018). Multiple vocal features distinguish

one speaker from another and affect listeners’ judgements (Pisan-

ski and Bryant, 2019). Among those features, the voice’s pitch (i.e.,

the perceptual outcome of the folds’ vibration rate) (Fitch, 2000)

relates to multiple outcomes. Just like fWHR, pitch has an associa-

tion with testosterone level (Aung and Puts, 2020). Thus, low-pitched

voices soundmoremasculine thanhigh-pitchedvoices.Moreover, pitch

negatively correlates with speakers’ actual physical strength and per-

formance (Aung et al., 2021; Puts & Aung, 2019). Despite the scarce

and unpersuasive evidence showing that pitch is an accurate predic-

tor of physical prowess (Armstrong et al., 2019; Feinberg et al., 2019;

Pisanski et al., 2014; Schild &Zetter, 2021), listeners rely on vocal pitch

to judge several speaker traits. For instance, low-pitched speakers are

perceived as aggressive (Zhang et al., 2021), untrustworthy (McAller et

al., 2014; but see Schild et al., 2020) and dominant (Puts et al., 2006).

In addition, pitch predicts physical attribution—, that is, speakers with

low-pitched voices are perceived as more formidable than those with

high-pitched voices (Aung et al., 2021; Rendall et al., 2007). Hence,

pitch implies several speaker characteristics that tend to overlap with

those we infer from fWHR.

Importantly, most studies considered faces and voices in isolation.

However, processing an individual’s face and voice simultaneously

occurs frequently in real-life encounters. Hence, studying fWHR and

pitch in combination can provide further insights into the impact of

each cue on social judgements.

1.3 Simultaneous processing of fWHR and pitch

Most social perception studies have tested the impact of cues in iso-

lation (Campanella and Belin, 2007). On many everyday occasions,

perceivers process others’ faces and voices independently, but mul-

timodal perception in the social world is not unusual (McArthur and

Baron, 1983). Indeed, our brain encodes facial and vocal cues through

parallel pathways that connect throughout each elaboration stage (for

a review, see Young et al., 2020). Thus, studying face-voice integration

enables us to examine their relative and joint contribution to social

perception.

Research has reflected a growing interest in the complementary

impact of facial and vocal information (e.g., Hansen et al., 2017; Mileva

et al., 2020; Zuckerman & Sinicopri, 2011). To date, studies show that

faces and voices affect a range of traits independently, including dom-

inance (Rezlescu et al., 2015), male attractiveness (Wells et al., 2013)

and trustworthiness (Mileva et al., 2018). However, evidence also

showed their interactive effects, such as on trustworthiness (Rezlescu

et al., 2015) and female attractiveness (Wells et al., 2013). To the

best of our knowledge, no study simultaneously presented faces and

voices and tested their effect on global impressions. Masi et al. (2022)

showed that faces can update initial global impressions of voices, and

vice versa, but this finding applies to judgements resulting from the

sequential presentation of each cue. Despite studies measuring the

unique effects of fWHR and pitch on impressions (i.e., Han et al., 2017),

no study systematically varied such features while presenting them

simultaneously. Thus, whether fWHR and pitch processed simulta-

neously produce either independent or interactive effects on global

impressions remains an unanswered question.

1.4 From judgements to behavioural intentions

Impressions are just the first step in social interactions. Based on an

ecological perspective of social perception, perceivers are attuned to
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WHENFACES ANDVOICES COMETOGETHER 3

others’ features to prepare a proper behavioural reaction (McArthur

and Baron, 1983). Hence, a better outline of effects of fWHR and

voice pitch on social perception calls for investigating how they shape

perceivers’ behavioural intentions. Receptivity to cues’ subtle mean-

ing enables meeting the fundamental goal of self-preservation, that is,

avoiding perceived danger and, in its absence, approaching (Chen and

Bargh, 1999). In a typical situation, one keeps individuals with large

faces and low-pitched voices at a distance, to decrease the chances

of risking one’s own life (see Lieberz et al., 2017). However, social

judgements and behavioural intentions are often conditional on the

circumstances in which onemakes the judgement.

Real-life decisions often take place in contexts that may change

the outcomes of interpersonal judgements. For example,Melnikoff and

Bayley (2018) demonstrated that others’ negative traits (i.e., immoral-

ity) can become desirable for teammate selection when participating

in a game in which an immoral partner could constitute an advantage.

The same reasoning could apply to behavioural intentions resulting

from perceptions of fWHR and pitch. In interpersonal interactions, the

conditions for the conventional rejection of individuals whose physi-

cal characteristics signal negative dispositions should be the context in

which the interaction takes place. Since we commonly attribute supe-

rior physical abilities to large-faced individuals (Zilioli et al., 2015), they

take precedence over narrow-faced individuals for tasks in which such

a skill is appropriate (i.e., moving heavy weights) (Deska et al., 2018b;

see also Hehman et al., 2015b). Similarly, when invited to choose a

political representative, people prefer low-pitched rather than high-

pitched speakers because greater leadership abilities are attributed

to the former (Klofstad et al., 2012; Tigue et al., 2012). However, to

our knowledge, no study assessed the contribution of such cues in

eliciting perceivers’ behavioural intentions when presented together.

Therefore, fWHR and pitch should be tested in their simultaneous pre-

sentation to examine how people make use of such features to draw

inferences and develop intentions as a function of the social contexts

of decision-making.

1.5 Present research

This research extended prior findings on face-voice integration for

social perception by investigating the simultaneous occurrence of

variations in fWHR and vocal pitch. We measured whether these

two features elicit independent effects, interactive effects, or both in

predicting impressions, behavioural intentions, and dispositional infer-

ences. Experiment 1 tested the impact of fWHR and pitch on impres-

sion formation. We asked participants to express a global impression

of a series of unknown individuals, each of which we associated with

a specific face and voice presented simultaneously before the eval-

uation. The face could be either large or narrow, whereas the voice

could be either low-pitched or high-pitched. Experiment 2 extended

our investigation by looking at the interplay between fWHR and pitch

in driving behavioural intentions across different contexts. We asked

participants to indicate the extent to which they would choose indi-

viduals who varied in fWHR and pitch as fellow players in either a

physical or intellectual competition. In Experiment 3, we examined the

relationship between fWHRandpitchwith perceived formidability and

intelligence. Finally, we tested whether these attributions were key

drivers of the contextual dependency of fWHR and pitch’s effects on

behavioural intentions.

2 EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 aimed to measure the contribution of both fWHR and

pitch on global impression. In line with the extant literature, we

expected both fWHR and pitch to influence impressions, with large

(vs. narrow) faces and low- (vs. high-) pitched voices driving nega-

tive impressions. We also explored whether fWHR and vocal pitch

led to independent effects or whether the two interacted in driving

impressions.

Thus, we employed a 2(fWHR: large vs. narrow face) x 2(pitch:

low vs. high) within-subjects design, asking participants to judge 12

individuals whose faces and voices we disclosed simultaneously.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants

Sample size was based on prior work with a similar design. Rezlescu

et al. (2015, Study 2) and Mileva et al. (2018, Studies 2–3) collected,

respectively, 84, 64, and 80 participants. Thus, we collected a larger

sample of 102 participants (77 females,Mage = 26.59, SDage = 9.77).

We analysed the data by employing linear mixed models. We con-

ducted a simulation-based sensitivity analysis (i.e., safeguard power

analysis, Perugini et al., 2014). We used the “simr” R package to esti-

mate the power of the critical effects using the 95%CI lower bounds in

place of the observed value (Green andMacLeod, 2016). The estimated

(unstandardized) effects of fWHR and pitch in Experiment 1 were .48

(lower bound was .38) and .12 (lower bound was .01), respectively.

After replacing the observed effectswith the relevant lower bound, the

analysis (n= 100 simulations) yielded more than 99% of power for the

fWHR effect, but 8% for the pitch effect (see OSF for the scripts of the

simulations). The low power to detect this latter effect is examined in

the general discussion.

2.1.2 Procedure

We programmed the study in Qualtrics and recruited participants

online through social networks. We asked respondents to participate

in a study on impression formation, startingwith putting on their head-

phones and adjusting the volume by playing an audio file (i.e., doorbell).

The instructions told them that they would see pictures of individu-

als’ faces at the centre of the monitor screen while voices played in

the background. After each face-voice pair presentation (≈ 3000 ms),

in place of the face, they saw the question, “What is your global
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4 MASI ET AL.

impression of this person?” with a seven-point scale below (−3 = neg-

ative, 3 = positive).1 Each participant received 12 face-voice pairs in

randomorder. Despite no time limit on rating the target individuals, we

reminded them todo it as fast as possible. At the endof the experiment,

we asked participants to report their demographics (i.e., gender, age)

and thanked and debriefed them.

2.1.3 Materials

Faces

We extracted 12 high-quality photographs of male subjects, pos-

ing frontally and with a neutral expression, from the Chicago Face

Database (CFD) (Ma et al., 2015) (see the OSF link for the chosen

pictures’ associated codes). To select the stimuli, we employed the

fWHR measurement values reported with the database. We chose six

large (M = 2.04, SD = .07) and six narrow faces (M = 1.70, SD = .07),

t(9.98)= 9.05, p< .001, d= 5.23, 95%CI [2.68, 7.73].

Voices

Twelve Italian male speakers (Mage = 23.10, SDage = 1.44) uttering the

sentence, “I sat on the chair” (“Mi sono seduto sulla sedia”,=∼3000ms)

were recorded for this study. Sixty Italian independent raters evalu-

ated the sentence as neutral in valence (Mage = 27.52, SDage = 8.21, 45

females) with respect to themidpoint of a seven-point scale (−3= neg-

ative, +3 = positive) (M = 0.20, SD = 1.12), t(59) = 1.39, p = .17,

d = .18, 95% CI [−.08, .44]. Manipulation of speakers’ voices created

12 high-pitched and 12 low-pitched voices by increasing or decreas-

ing each speaker’s average pitch (M = 108.93 Hz, SD = 9.95) by

.50 Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidths (ERBs, about 20 Hz) using a

Praat script (Feinberg, 2021). Research has proved such a manipula-

tion to elicit a variation in the perception of several traits (Jones et al.,

2010; O’Connor & Barclay, 2017). The resulting high-pitched voices

(M = 127.67 Hz, SD= 9.50; t(11) = 2.79, p = .02, d = 1.68, 95% CI [.28,

3.03]) and low- (M = 89.67 Hz, SD = 8.63; t(11) = −10.05, p < .001,

d = 6.06, 95% CI [3.28, 8.80]) were, respectively, above and below the

averagemalemean pitch of 120Hz (Gorris et al., 2020).

Face-voice combinations

We paired each face with a manipulated voice to constitute 72 differ-

ent combinations (18 for each of the 2 × 2 table cells), half of which

possessed the same face paired with the high- or low-pitched voice of

each speaker.2 Of these, 12 pairs (three large face-low voice, three nar-

row face-low voice, three large face-high voice, three narrow face-high

voice)were randomly selected from the pool and appeared before each

participant. These pairings were counterbalanced so that the same

1 Participants were also shown two alternated and counterbalanced blocks inwhich they eval-

uated each target on masculinity (not masculine vs. masculine) and threat (threatening vs.

non-threatening) on seven-point scales. Results appear in SupplementaryMaterials.
2 We decided to manipulate pitch but not fWHR, for two reasons. First, a pilot study (N = 18)

showed that amanipulation of facewidth (seeHehman et al., 2015b)was not sufficient to elicit

an effect of fWHR (at least in our sample). Second, our speakers did not show audible differ-

ences in terms of the average pitch when not manipulated, requiring a digital modification to

obtain high- and low-pitched voices.

TABLE 1 Experiment 1.Means and standard deviations of global
impressions as a function of the combinations of fWHR (narrow vs.
large face) and pitch (high vs. low voice)

High-pitched voice Low-pitched voice

M SD M SD

Narrow face .72 .48 .49 1.53

Large face −.25 1.45 −.50 1.55

Scores ranging from−3 (negative to 3 (positive).

facial and (manipulated) vocal identities never appeared toparticipants

twice in the same session.

2.2 Statistical analysis

In all the experiments, we analysed results with linear mixed mod-

els in R, using the ‘lmerTest::lmer()’ function (Kuznetsova et al., 2017),

and estimated marginal means with ‘emmeans::emmeans()’ (Lenth,

2021). We tested several model solutions (e.g., random intercepts and

slopes, simplified random correlations) (see Barr et al., 2013). We

chose to report the model without singularity/convergence issues. All

experiments corresponded to the model with the participant and the

face–voice combination identifiers inputted as random intercepts but

without random slopes. See Supplementary Materials for details on

random structure andmodels fit.

Significant interactions were inspected with simple effects analy-

sis. Since no factor presented more than two levels, a single t-test was

performed within each level of the other factors (or factorial com-

binations). Indeed, no multiplicity issue was created, eliminating the

necessity for the p-value adjustment.

2.3 Results and discussion

fWHR, pitch and their interactionwere effect-coded and introduced as

fixed factors. Means and standard deviations are reported in Table 1.

We found a significant effect of fWHR showing that narrow-faced indi-

viduals were evaluated more positively than large-faced individuals,

B= .49, SE= .06, t(65.20)=−9.15,p< .001. Similarly, a significant effect

of pitch indicated that high-pitched speakers were judged more posi-

tively than low-pitched speakers, B = .12, SE = .04, t(65.20) = −2.22,

p = .03. The interaction between fWHR and pitch was not significant,

B=−.01, SE= .03, t(65.20)= -.18, p= .85. Themain effect of fWHRwas

significantly bigger than the effect of pitch, B= .37, SE= .07, Z=−4.98,

p< .001.

Thus, both fWHR and vocal pitch influenced impression formation

independently from each other, such that large (vs. narrow) faces and

low- (vs. high-) pitched voices lead to negative impressions of the

targets. Notably, there was no interaction between the two cues.

3 EXPERIMENT 2

We designed Experiment 2 to extend Experiment 1 by examining

behavioural intentions that fWHR and pitch elicited and considering
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WHENFACES ANDVOICES COMETOGETHER 5

the role of the decision context. Perceivers used others’ fWHR

and pitch as indicators of physical strength (Puts et al., 2012).

However, the ultimate impact of such cues on the perceiver’s judge-

ments might depend on the specific context of such decision-making

(Hehman et al., 2019). Critically, large faces and low-pitched voices

could become desirable features in a situation in which physical

strength becomes functional for achieving a specific goal. For instance,

people involved in a conflict could approach rather than avoid indi-

viduals showing such features (Van Vugt, 2009). Indeed, affiliating

with someone imagined as more muscular or perceived as more

intimidating—both attributes that fWHR and pitch cue (Deska et al.,

2018a; Hehman et al., 2013; Puts et al., 2016)—is likely to increase

chances of victory over adversaries. As a case in point, Hehman et al.

(2015b) gave participants the goal of choosing teammates to win a

competition. They also varied (i) targets’ fWHR (i.e., large or narrow)

and (ii) context (i.e., physical vs. intellectual competition). They found

that participants selected large-faced persons to form a team to win a

physical competition, but the reverse for an intellectual competition.

We adopted a similar procedure to test whether both fWHR and

pitch simultaneously appearing predicted such behavioural intentions

(i.e., affiliative intentions) according to the context (i.e., competition

type). The experiment consisted of a 2 (fWHR: narrow vs. large)

× 2(pitch: high vs. low) × 2 (competition: physical vs. intellectual)

within-subjects design.We envisioned participants choosing large- (vs.

narrow-) faced individuals more often as teammates for winning a

physical competition (i.e., boxing) rather than an intellectual competi-

tion (i.e., chess, replicating Hehman et al., 2015b). Furthermore, and

in line with the idea that fWHR and pitch serve similar purposes, we

hypothesised the type of competition to qualify the impact of vocal

pitch on behavioural intentions. That is, vocally low-pitched (vs. high-

pitched) individuals would be chosen more often as teammates for

a physical competition than an intellectual competition. As in Exper-

iment 1, we explored the presence of independent and interaction

effects.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants

We collected a sample of 121 participants (93 Females, Mage= 24.68,

SDage = 9.81) on social networks with a direct link to Qualtrics. We

employed a safeguard power analysis to provide evidence on this

experiment’s power. Unlike Experiment 1, here we focused on the two

interaction effects (i.e., fWHR*Competition and Pitch*Competition).

The estimated (unstandardized) fWHR*Competition effect was −.53

(lower bound was −.47), whereas the Voice Pitch*Competition effect

was−.18 (lower boundwas−.12). After replacing the observed effects

with the respective lower bound the analysis (n = 100 simulations)

always yieldedmore than 99% of power.

3.1.2 Procedure

The experiment was programmed on Qualtrics. We asked participants

to choose their partners for either a boxing or a chess team (physical vs.

intellectual competition). The two conditions appeared in alternated

blocks. Thus, the instructions were:

You will create your team for a boxing [chess] competi-

tion. Your goal is to create the best team to defeat your

adversaries in a tournament. Youwill be presentedwith

one candidate per time. For each, you will be presented

with his face and his voice only. Right after each presen-

tation, you will be asked to express howmuch you want

each person to become part of your team for winning

the competition.

In each block (boxing vs. chess), we presented participants with

12 unique face-voice pairs in random order (≈ 3000 ms). After each

pair, a seven-point scale at the centre of the screen asked for a rat-

ing of participants’ behavioural (i.e., affiliative) intentions: “To what

extent do you want this person to become part of your team for win-

ning the boxing [chess] competition?” (1 = not at all; 7 = definitely).

Finally, we asked them to report their age and gender and debriefed

them.

3.1.3 Materials

Faces

Weextracted 24male faces from the CFD (Ma et al., 2015). In terms of

fWHR, the 12 large faces (M = 2.00, SD = .04) were larger than the 12

narrow faces (M= 1.70, SD= .04), t(21.95)= 16.53, p < .001, d= 7.06,

95%CI [4.81, 9.28].

Voices

We sampled 12 new Italian male speakers (Mage= 25.46, SDage = 4.21)

uttering the Experiment 1 sentence. Voices underwent the same

transformation to create their low- and high-pitched varia-

tions. Then, we added them to the set of 24 voices we created

in Experiment 1, forming a set of 48 voices—low-pitched voices

(M = 92.92 Hz, SD = 15.17); high-pitched voices (M = 131.57 Hz,

SD = 17.74); t(44.92) = 8.11, p < .001, d = 2.41, 95% CI [1.64,

3.18].

Face-voice combinations

We paired faces and voices to constitute 192 unique combina-

tions (48 for each of the 2 × 2 table cells), counterbalancing

them among participants such that the same facial and (manip-

ulated) vocal identities never appeared twice in the same

session.
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6 MASI ET AL.

TABLE 2 Experiment 2.Means and standard deviations of behavioural (i.e., affiliative) intentions as a function of the combinations of the
competition type (physical vs. intellectual), fWHR (narrow vs. large face), and pitch (high vs. low voice)

Physical competition Intellectual competition

High-pitched voice Low-pitched voice High-pitched voice Low-pitched voice

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Narrow face 3.01 1.73 3.73 1.73 5.00 1.62 4.89 1.61

Large face 4.38 1.75 4.92 1.69 4.16 1.68 4.08 1.79

Scores ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (definitely).

3.2 Results and discussion

Behavioural intentions towards targets were analysed as depen-

dent variable. fWHR, pitch, and competition were effect-coded and

employed as fixed factors.We reportedmeans and standard deviations

in Table 2.

We found the main effects of fWHR, B = -.11, SE = .04,

t(183) = −2.62, p = .009, and pitch, B = -.13, SE = .04, t(183) = −3.03,

p = .003. Regardless of the competition type, individuals with large

faces and low-pitched voices elicited more positive behavioural inten-

tions than those with narrow faces and high-pitched voices. Moreover,

the main effect of competition type was significant, B = -.26, SE = .03,

t(2629) = −8.64, p < .001. On average, individuals were chosen to

a greater extent as partners for a chess than for a boxing competi-

tion. The interaction between fWHR and competition was significant,

B = −.52, SE = .03, t(2629) = −17.54, p < .001. Direct contrasts

showed that targetswith large faces elicitedmore positive behavioural

intentions in the boxing competition than those with narrow faces,

B = −1.28, SE = .10, t(397) = −12.20, p < .001, but the reverse was

found for the chess competition, B = .82, SE = .10, t(397) = 7.89,

p < .001. Furthermore, the interaction between pitch and competition

was significant, B = −.18, SE = .03, t(2629) = −6.00, p < .001, showing

that targets with low- (vs. high-) pitched voices elicited more positive

behavioural intentions for the boxing competition, B = -.62, SE = .10,

t(397) = −5.93, p < .001, but no difference occurred in the chess com-

petition, B = .10, SE = .10, t(397) = .95, p = .34. We also compared

the two interactions to explore which factor between fWHR and pitch

showed the larger differencebetween the chess and theboxing compe-

tition’s intentions. fWHR contributed more than pitch in determining

behavioural intentions towards targets, B = -.34, SE = .04, Z = −8.15,

p< .001. No other effects were significant, p> .28.

Results demonstrated that, as in Experiment 1, fWHR and pitch

affected inferences independently. Individuals with large (vs. narrow)

faces elicited more positive behavioural intentions, that is being cho-

sen as fellows, for a prospective physical competition. The reverse

occurred for the intellectual competition. Moreover, the target’s voice

predicted positive behavioural intentions onlywithin the physical com-

petition, such that targets with a low- (vs. high-) pitched voice were

more likely to be chosen.

4 EXPERIMENT 3

[Experiment 2 clarified that the (simultaneous) impact of fWHR and

vocal pitch on behavioural intentions to affiliate with a partner in a

competition depended on the nature of the competition. Yet, these

findings remain silent with respect to the inferences about target dis-

positional characteristics that both fWHR and pitch elicit and that

influence perceivers’ ultimate decisions. To address this question, we

explored the impact of fWHR and pitch on perceived formidability (i.e.,

physical strength, muscularity, pain resistance) and intelligence. The

experiment consisted of a 2 (fWHR: narrow vs. large) × 2 (pitch: high

vs. low)×2(individual disposition: formidability vs. intelligence)within-

subjects design. Our prior findings suggested that the two cues would

be independent predictors. Specifically, we expected fWHR to predict

both attributions: that is, large (vs. narrow) faces should increase the

attribution of formidability (Zilioli et al., 2015) but decrease the attri-

bution of intelligence (Deska et al., 2018b). Similarly, low- (vs. high-)

pitched voices should increase the formidability attribution (Aung

et al., 2021), while their role in inferring intelligence should be only

marginal (see Schroeder andEpley, 2016). Hence,we exploredwhether

attribution of formidability and intelligence as a function of fWHR

and pitch were associated with behavioural intentions observed in

Experiment 2.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

We recruited 57 participants (46 females, Mage= 22.96, SDage = 8.65)

on social networks with a direct link to Qualtrics. A safeguard

power analysis provided evidence on this experiment’s power.

We focused on the two interaction effects (i.e., fWHR*Disposition

and Pitch*Disposition). The estimated (unstandardized) effect

fWHR*Disposition interaction was −.34 (lower bound was −.30), and

the Pitch*Disposition interaction was −.09 (lower bound was −.06).

After replacing the observed effects with the respective lower bound

the analysis (n = 100 simulations) always yielded more than 88% of

power.
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WHENFACES ANDVOICES COMETOGETHER 7

F IGURE 1 Experiment 3.Measure of muscularity consisting in a ‘bodymatching’ task. Participants chose the body of each individual target,
presented beforehandwith his face and voice, among pictures depictingmale bodies varying inmuscularity from 1 (lowmuscularity) to 7 (high
muscularity). Adapted with permission from Frederick and Peplau (2007).

4.1.2 Procedure

We presented participants with 24 unique targets extracted from the

set of 192, equally distributed in two alternated blocks randomised

in their order, one about perceived formidability and one about per-

ceived intelligence. In each block, participants perceived each target

through face-voice simultaneous presentation (≈3000ms). After each,

we asked participants to rate each target on either formidability or

intelligence. At the end, they reported their demographics (i.e., age and

gender) andwe debriefed them.

4.1.3 Materials

Face-voice combinations

We employed the same set of 192 face-voice combinations from

Experiment 2.

Formidability

Two items assessed strength (i.e., “Towhat extent do you think this per-

son can be strong?”) and pain resistance (i.e., “To what extent do you

think this person can be resistant to pain?”), respectively. Participants

answered using a scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). For a third

item—a body-matching question—we asked participants to choose the

target’s body fromamong seven pictures of increasinglymuscularmale

bodies (Frederick and Peplau, 2007;Wilson et al., 2017) (see Figure 1).

Reliability was high (Cronbach’s α= .92).

Intelligence

We administered three items to assess perceived intelligence (i.e., “To

what extent do you think this person can be intelligent?”; “To what

extent do you think this person can solve a complex mathematical

problem?”; “What can be the intelligence quotient of this person?”).

Participants provided their responses on a seven-point scale (i.e.,

1 = not at all; 7 = very much, for the first two questions; for the third

question, 1= very low; 7= very high). Reliability was high (Cronbach’s

α= .92).

4.2 Results and discussion

We treated fWHR, pitch, and individual disposition as fixed factors

(effect-coded).We reportedmeans and standard deviations in Table 3.

We found a significant main effect of individual disposition, such

that attributions of perceived intelligence were stronger than those

on formidability, B = -.31, SE = .02, t(3996) = −16.21, p < .001. The

main effect of fWHRwas significant, B= -.15, SE= .03, t(182)=−4.44,

p< .001. Overall, large faces lead to stronger attributions than narrow

faces. The interaction between fWHR and individual disposition was

significant, B = -.34, SE = .02, t(3996) = −17.67, p < .001. As expected,

large (vs. narrow) faces lead to stronger attributions of formidability,

B = -.99, SE = .08, t(314) = −12.67, p < .001, and the pattern was

reserved for intelligence, B = .38, SE = .08, t(314) = 4.98, p < .001.

Also, the interaction between pitch and individual disposition was sig-

nificant, B = -.10, SE = .02, t(3996) = −5.00, p < .001. Low- (vs. high-)

pitched voices led to stronger attributions of formidability, B = -.23,

SE = .08, t(314) = −3.01, p = .003, while a marginally significant effect

was found for perceived intelligence, B = .15, SE = .08, t(314) = 1.98,

p = .05, indicating that high- (vs. low-) pitched voices tended to lead

to attributions of higher intelligence. We also compared the two inter-

action effects to explore which cue was more likely to draw both

attributions: fWHR appeared to produce more extreme judgements

than pitch, B = -.25, SE = .03, Z = −8.95, p < .001. No other effect or

interaction was significant, p> .08.
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8 MASI ET AL.

TABLE 3 Experiment 3.Means and standard deviations of the averaged ratings of inferred formidability and intelligence as a function of fWHR
(narrow vs. large face) and pitch (high vs. low voice)

Formidability Intelligence

High-pitched voice Low-pitched voice High-pitched voice Low-pitched voice

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Narrow face 2.99 1.36 3.09 1.27 4.49 1.46 4.25 1.48

Large face 3.82 1.46 4.23 1.36 4.01 1.26 3.93 1.22

Scores ranging from 1 (low) to 7 (high).

Findings showed that participants ascribed higher formidability

to targets with large faces and low-pitched voices. These same

targets were also perceived as lacking intelligence. Consistent with

our hypothesis, cues created independent effects in determining infer-

ences of both formidability and intelligence.

5 EXPLORATORY MEDIATION ANALYSIS

We explored whether the Experiment 3 ratings about perceived

formidability and intelligence could explain why fWHR and pitch trig-

gered specific behavioural intentions in Experiment 2, which diverged

according to the type of competition.

5.1 Data preparation

Experiment 3 data on the impact of fWHR and pitch on perceived

formidability and intelligence ratings were averaged on the levels

of the 192 face-voice combinations. Thus, each face-voice combina-

tion received two average scores, one on formidability and one on

intelligence. Then, we prepared a new dataset merging such aver-

age scores with Experiment 2 data on behavioural intentions. In

other words, we used the average scores as normative values of

each face-voice combination collected on another sample with respect

to Experiment 2 (for a comparable analytic procedure, see Deska

et al., 2018b).

To explore whether formidability and/or intelligence mediate the

fWHR and pitch effects on behavioural intentions, we built four

mediation models (see Figure 2 for graphical representations). We

separately examined participants’ behavioural intentions concerning

the two types of competition (physical vs. intellectual) and treated

fWHR and pitch as independent predictors in all models. We also

treated perceived formidability and intelligence as independent medi-

ators. When not incurring singularity warnings, we employed the

participant and the face-voice combination identifiers as random

intercepts (as in the previous experiments); otherwise, we dropped

the latter. We inspected indirect effects with 2000 bootstrap repli-

cates (using more was impractical, due to computation limitations).

We do not reiterate results that overlap with those previously

reported.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Physical competition

Perceived formidability predicted participants’ behavioural intentions,

B = .66, SE = .08, t(186) = 8.03, p < .001, whereas intelligence did not,

B = -.12, SE = .09, t(189) = −1.23, p = .22. Importantly, formidability

mediated the effect of both fWHR (−.29, 95%CI [−.34,−.25]) and pitch

(−.09, 95% CI [−.12, −.07]), such that individuals with large faces or

low-pitched voices were perceived as more formidable and target of

more positive behavioural intentions.

5.2.2 Intellectual competition

Perceived formidability, B = -.27, SE = .08, t(194) = 3.44, p < .001,

and intelligence B = .24, SE = .08, t(189) = 3.04, p = .003, predicted

participants’ behavioural intentions. Perceived intelligence mediated

the fWHR effect (.05, 95% CI [.02, .07]), such that individuals with

narrow faces were perceived as more intelligent and associated with

more positive behavioural intentions. Similarly, there was an indirect

effect of intelligence for the pitch effect on behavioural intentions but

approaching the inclusion of the null value in the confidence inter-

vals (.02, 95% CI [.007, .03]). Perceived formidability mediated the

fWHR effect (.12, 95% CI [.07, .17], such that targets with large faces

were perceived as more formidable and therefore elicited negative

behavioural intentions. Also, even though the direct effect of pitch on

behavioural intentions was not significant, formidability mediated its

effect (.04, 95% CI [.02, .05]), such that targets with low voices were

perceived as more formidable and thus elicited negative behavioural

intentions.

These analyses showed that fWHR (from narrow to large) and pitch

(fromhigh to low) predicted positive inferences on formidabilitywhich,

in turn, explained why targets with larger faces and lower voices were

more likely to elicit positive behavioural intentions for a competi-

tion based on physical abilities. At the same time, fWHR negatively

predicted intelligence, and this effect explained negative behavioural

intentions in a logic-based game.Moreover, formidability explained the

relationship between fWHR or pitch on behavioural intentions in an

intellectual competition. While we consider these results informative,

weneed to be carefulwith their interpretation as these are exploratory
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WHENFACES ANDVOICES COMETOGETHER 9

F IGURE 2 ExploratoryMediation Analysis. Graphical representations of the four mediationmodels. fWHR and pitch were treated as
predictors, formidability and intelligence asmediators, and behavioural intentions in the physical and the intellectual competitions as dependent
variables. Unstandardised effects and 95% confidence intervals are reported.

analyses performed on data occurring from two different experiments

merged into one.

6 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Research concerning fWHR and pitch has shown that the two cues

share social functions (e.g., Puts et al., 2012), establishing them as pre-

dictors of social outcomes (e.g., Aung and Puts, 2020; Geniole et al.,

2015). Yet, researchers mostly examined the impact of these two cues

with faces and voices that perceivers processed in isolation. Filling this

gap, we tested the impact of faces and voices varying in fWHR and

pitch, respectively, in conditions of simultaneousprocessing.Hence,we

assessed their relative contribution to predicting global impressions,

behavioural intentions and dispositional characteristics. In Experiment

1, we found that fWHR and pitch were independent contributors to

global impressions (i.e., they did not interact with one another). Par-

ticipants evaluated individuals with large faces or low-pitched voices

more negatively than those with narrow faces and high-pitched voices,

respectively. In Experiment 2, we moved a step further and examined

behavioural intentions (i.e., willingness to choose a target as a team-

mate towin a competition), by also varying thenatureof the context for

expressing such intentions (i.e., physical vs. intellectual competition). In

a physical competition, fWHR and pitch independently predicted par-

ticipants’ intentions for choosing a teammate. Individuals with large

faces or low-pitched voices were more likely to be choices for team-

mates than those with a narrow face or a high-pitched voice. The

reverse pattern appeared in the context of an intellectual competition,

but only fWHR affected participants’ behavioural intentions. Building

on this, Experiment 3 investigated the nature of participant inferences

made on the target’s dispositional characteristics, due to both fWHR

and pitch variations that could partially explain Experiment 2 out-

comes. We found that participants perceived individuals with large

faces or low-pitched voices asmore formidable but less intelligent than

those with a narrow face or a high-pitched voice, respectively.

Our findings offer novel insights for research on cross-modal social

perception. Prior work has shown that when vocal and facial cues

appear together, they can elicit either independent or interaction

effects (e.g., Mileva et al., 2018; Rezlescu et al., 2015; Wells et al.,

2013). The present investigations looked differently at the combina-

tion of two specific features, often driving the social perception of

both the face and the voice (i.e., fWHR and pitch). To our knowledge,

this is the first study measuring global impressions of fWHR and pitch

in simultaneous presentations. We found that both cues affect global

impressions. Notably, it happened always with independent effects

of either cue. This finding aligns with previous cross-modal percep-

tion studies that found independent effects of other facial and vocal

features on dominance (Mileva et al., 2018; Rezlescu et al., 2015),
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10 MASI ET AL.

trustworthiness (Mileva et al., 2018, but see Rezlescu et al., 2015)

and attractiveness attributions to male targets (Wells et al., 2013).

Still, the non-significant interaction between facial and vocal features

observed in the current studies should be interpreted cautiously and

limited to the specific manipulations employed in our research. Relat-

edly, the safeguard power analysis from Experiment 1 indicated that

our sample was adequately powered to detect an effect of fWHR,

but not of pitch, on global impressions. Indeed, the more substantial

impact of fWHR does not necessarily call for a prominent role of this

facial feature over voice pitch in altering impressions. As we could not

employ a standardized manipulation of either cue, any direct compari-

son of the relative impact of fWHRand voice pitchwould be premature

at this stage. Yet, alternative ways to manipulate vocal pitch should

establish (i) its relative contribution to influencing impressions of oth-

ers and (ii) its interplay with fWHR. Moreover, future studies should

substantiate whether fWHR and pitch also do not interact in making

other trait-based judgements. Likewise, our findings provide a start-

ing point for examining other social inferences. For instance, one could

examine whether and how the two cues interact in inducing obedi-

ence/compliance in others (i.e., social influence), or how they affect

trust in others’ statements (i.e., truth attribution).

Our research was not limited to the investigation of cross-modal

impressions, but also measured behavioural (i.e., affiliative) intentions

as a function of salient contexts of decision (i.e., physical vs. logi-

cal/intellectual), which were supposed to activate such cues’ social

functions.Weshowed that fWHRdetermined intentions (as inHehman

et al., 2015b), as pitch did in the case of a physical competition, and

both cues informed perceivers about target formidability. Moreover,

our research adds knowledge on the relative role of fWHRand pitch on

the target’s perceived intelligence, a dispositional characteristic that

has received little attention in prior studies. We not only replicated

previous findings showing the role of fWHR in affecting behavioural

intentions in intelligence-related contexts (i.e., Deska et al., 2018b;

Hehman et al., 2015b). We also showed that pitch had a marginal

influence on intelligence attribution (see also Schroeder and Epley,

2016). Once again, on all occasions, the simultaneous presentation

of fWHR and pitch did not yield an interaction effect but two paral-

lel and independent effects. Our results also established that context

matters in determining the relative impact of fWHR and vocal pitch

on behavioural intentions. Thus, researchers could investigate alterna-

tive instances of the functional roles of fWHR and pitch overlapping,

as in physical competition, and when they do not, as in intellectual

competition.

At present, we can advance a potential explanation concerning

the independence of fWHR and pitch effects. fWHR might signal

immutable dispositions (i.e., one can barely regulate one’s own facial

shape and musculature if not making emotional expressions or tilting

the head) (Hehman et al., 2013; Witkower and Tracy, 2019). Con-

versely, one can effortlessly modulate one’s own pitch and subject it

to greater variability (Pisanski et al., 2016). Therefore, this latter cue

might convey information that varies over time (i.e., one can lower the

voice to sound more or less dominant) (Puts et al., 2006; see also Arm-

strong et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2021). Indeed,

participants might have thought that speakers could voluntarily adjust

pitch, to signal, for instance, potential formidability, while the speaker

truly is not as formidable as the voice indicates. Thus, whereas fWHR

signals the general disposition of a person, pitch may signal a tran-

sient status that the target can deliberately alter. The information

that fWHR and pitch convey might differ, which could explain their

independent effect on impressions. Similar reasoning has been pro-

posed elsewhere (see Wells et al., 2013). To date, we do not know

whether people hold lay beliefs concerning fWHR and pitch—fWHR

signalling a disposition, pitch a temporary state—that may explain why

the two were independent contributors. Considering the part that

physiognomic beliefs play in determining how people rely on facial fea-

tures when judging others (Jaeger et al., 2018; Suzuki et al., 2019),

testing whether beliefs concerning fWHR and pitch variations affect

appraisals and combinations would be intriguing.

Before concluding, we underline at least two methodological issues

that could have affected our results and for which upcoming work

should account. First, to obtain a more precise measurement of each

cue’s relative contribution, one should compare face-only and voice-

only ratings to ratingswhenpresented simultaneously. Indeed, itwould

constitute a more powerful test of their independence. Second, a

critical reader might ask whether we ascribe the current findings

to participants’ inclination to believe that specific faces and voices

belonged to the same person. In fact, to expand the range of targets

and, consequently, the number of trials, we randomly combined faces

and voices taken from different persons. Even though instructions pre-

sented face-voice pairs as belonging to the same person, mismatched

facial and vocal identities might have affected participants’ evalua-

tions. Considering people’s ability tomatchothers’ unfamiliar faces and

voices beyond chance (i.e., Kamachi et al., 2003; Mavica and Baren-

holtz, 2013), the information coming from faces and voices may have

not been easy to combine because participants found it hard to believe

that the two cues belonged to the same identity. Eventually, this could

have facilitated the occurrence of two independent effects rather than

a potentially multiplicative/interactive one. Relevant prior work on

person distinctiveness judgements (Tatz et al., 2020) found evidence

of a considerable interaction between face and voice cues affecting

person perception. Thus, future work should replicate our findings

and investigate the conditions that may enhance the independence of

fWHR and pitch effects, also considering suchmethodological issues.

This work also has other limitations. First, we inspected the role

of fWHR and vocal pitch considering only male targets because the

literature identified fWHRand pitch as sexually dimorphic characteris-

tics peculiar to inter-male contests (Puts et al., 2012; but see Kramer,

2017, for a different position concerning fWHR). However, extend-

ing the investigation to female targets could be highly informative, as

well as comparing ratings of male and female participants (see Wells

et al., 2013). Second, we manipulated speakers’ pitch to increase the

difference between low-pitched and high-pitched voices, but we did

not manipulate fWHR. The results of a pilot study suggesting that

an attempted manipulation of facial width was not effective (inspired

by Hehman et al., 2015b) motivated our decision. This implies that

additional facial features (e.g., adiposity, skin quality) characterised
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WHENFACES ANDVOICES COMETOGETHER 11

unmanipulated faces that tend to naturally covary with fWHR and

might ultimately have contributed to the effect of fWHR. Instead,

manipulating voices implies that such a manipulation left unaffected

those features naturally covaryingwith vocal pitch (e.g., timbre). Under

such conditions, perceptions of face and voice stimuli might have

differed, in terms of being natural (unmanipulated) or artificial, respec-

tively. This aspect is especially relevant if one considers that subjects

perceiving stimuli as less common in their daily environment (e.g.,

artificial faces) trust them less (Balas and Pacella, 2017). Future inves-

tigations should use more sophisticated manipulation methodologies

(i.e., DeBruine, 2018; Stirrat & Perret, 2010) to assess the relative

contribution of manipulated faces and voices to social perception.

7 CONCLUSION

This work provided a first empirical investigation of the functions

and the contribution of two well-established facial and vocal fea-

tures, fWHR and pitch, by testing them simultaneously for social

perception. Such cues showed independent contributors for several

judgements, ranging from global impressions to behavioural intentions

and including inferences on target characteristics (i.e., formidability

and intelligence). Our effort provides new evidence to the growing

field of cross-modal social perception. More importantly, this work

could become an essential source for what may turn out to be a

variety of investigations into how face/voice cues combine to pro-

duce effects on person perception, behavioural intentions, and other

relevant social outcomes. Thus, researchers should expand such exam-

ination to further facial and vocal features and test the conditions

favouring face-voice combination or independence.
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